
Note: Objective type questions. All questions are 
compulsory  (10x1=10)

SECTION-A

Q.2 Expand the term CMC.

Q.3 Define the term stock.

Q.4 How much OD pulp is required for a laboratory 
beater?

Q.1 Write the function of save all.

Q.5 What do you mean by Humidity?

Q.7 Name any one type of retention chemical.

Q.6 On which principle centrickaners are based?

Q.8 Why CaCo  is used in stock preparation?3

Q.9 What is the free drainage area of a perferated 
plate of a CSF tester.
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Q.32 Describe the method for measuring the specific 
surface of fiber.

SECTION-D 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions out of four questions. 3x10=30

Q.33 Explain in detail the scope & Importance of 
stock preparation.

Q.35 List various types of laboratory beating 
equipment. Explain any one with neat & clean 
diagram.

 a) Freeness of pulp

 b) PFI Mill

 d) Effect of beating on strength properties of 
paper.

Q.36 Write short note on any two of the following.

 b) Kalley consistency regulators

Q.34 Write in detail the theory of beating & refining. 
Also give the effect on fiber structure.
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Q.26 Discuss the role of potcher in stock preparation.

Q.27 Write a note on Trimby consistency regulator.

Q.28 Explain the method of moisture determination of 
pulp sample in laboratory.

Q.30 Differentiate pigments & paper making dyes 
(Any five)

Q.31 Explain stock flow diagram.

Q.29 Why CMC is used in paper industry?

Q.21  Write the relation between OSR & °CSF.

Q.22 Why thickners are used?

SECTION-C 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 
questions out of ten questions.               8x5=40

Q.24 Describe the method for the measurement of 
CSF of a beaten stock.

Q.23 Draw a neat sketch of wide angle refiner.

Q.25 Explain the working of a valley beater with neat 
sketch.
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SECTION-B 

Q.10 Write the formula of paper makers alum.

Q.12 Write any two effect of pH in beating of pulp 
slurry.

Note: Very short answer type questions. Attempt any 
ten questions out of twelve questions.  10x2=20

Q.11 List various types of fiber recovery system (any 
two)

Q.14 Write the working principle of thickner.

Q.15 Mention any two difference between beating & 
refining.

Q.16 Name any two types of agitators used in stock 
preparations.

Q.13 For what reason save alls are used?

Q.17 Write the formula of consistency.

Q.18 How many std. paper sheet can be made from 
360 gms of OD pulp on BSF m/c.

Q.20 What is the role of hydra pulper?

Q.19 Explain the term micro creeping of pulp.
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